Everything for the hand knitter

& crocheter!

stash it!

MUST- HAVE
YARNS FOR FALL

Take

10% off
your order!

Enter promo code
PWFALL10 at checkout.
Expires 10/15/16.
Offer excludes gift certificates
and club memberships.

1-800-438-5464 | www.patternworks.com

unique fiber blends
A

B

A. Road to China Lace The Fibre Company/Peru

Cumbria Fingering

The Fibre Company/United Kingdom
This lustrous and luxurious blend combines brown
masham wool from rare-breed sheep, fine South
American merino wool, and mohair.

C

Buttery soft yet strong, this two-ply lace-weight yarn
has beautiful drape, a subtle sheen, and the perfect
amount of body for luxurious and warm accessories.
65% alpaca/15% silk/10% camel/10% cashmere
lace weight | 656 yards (100 grams)
Item #688, $35.99 per skein

60% merino wool/30% masham wool/10% mohair
fingering weight | 328 yards (100 grams)
Item #831, $22.99 per skein

B. Cumbria Worsted

The Fibre Company/United Kingdom
The same breed-specific blend of wools as Cumbria
Fingering, but in the original worsted-weight version.
It’s a staple you’ll want in your stash for a variety of
garments and accessories.
60% merino wool/30% masham wool/10% mohair
worsted weight | 238 yards (100 grams)
Item #328, $22.99 per skein

B

C. Knightsbridge The Fibre Company/Peru
This silky-soft, lightweight yarn combines the insulating
properties of baby llama, the bounce and memory of
merino wool, and the natural luster of silk, and offers
excellent stitch definition in cabled and textured patterns.
65% baby llama/25% merino wool/10% silk
dk weight | 120 yards (50 grams)
Item #329, $15.99 per skein

Order Today! 1-800-438-5464 | www.patternworks.com
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Rustic Tweed Queensland Collection/Peru
This classic, tweedy blend is extremely soft,
offers excellent stitch definition, and can be
knit at a dk gauge for a denser fabric, or a
worsted gauge for supple drape.
65% wool/25% alpaca/7% acrylic/3% viscose
dk weight | 318 yards (100 grams)
Item #665, $17.99 per skein

Dovestone DK
Baa Ram Ewe/
United Kingdom

Celebrating the unique
characteristics of three
distinct British sheep
breeds, Dovestone DK
combines Wensleydale,
bluefaced Leicester, and
dark brown masham wool
fibers in a heathered palette of color inspired by
the Yorkshire countryside.
100% British wool
dk weight
252 yards (100 grams)
Item #861, $28.99 per skein

Luna Effects

Stacy Charles Fine Yarns/Italy
A luxurious blend of kid mohair
and silk in slow-striping tonal
and multicolored shades with a
shimmery look.
70% super kid mohair/30% silk
lace weight | 232 yards (25 grams)
Item #494, $14.99 per ball

Order Today! 1-800-438-5464 | www.patternworks.com

tantalizing
tweeds
Kenzie HiKoo/New Zealand
Made with New Zealand merino wool, Kenzie has a
soft halo and subtle tweed look, in a blend of fibers
that lends a slightly heathered appearance.
50% merino wool/25% nylon/10% angora/
10% alpaca/5% silk noils | worsted weight
160 yards (50 grams)
Item #828, $9.99 per ball

new
classics
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a knitter’s wish list
A. Turtle tape measure

A

C

Item #301015, $7.99

Yarn Susan
Hand-crafted in the U.S.
using fine woods. Lazy-susan-style base turns as you
work. 5" x 8". Available in
cherry or bird’s-eye maple.
Item #900375, $69.99

B. Prismatic stitch markers
Item #300673, $9.99

C. The Sock Ruler

Item #301021, $12.99

B
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D. Dentist knitting tool

G

Item #300168, $4.99

E

E. Knit Blockers

Item #301006, $25.99
cherry
bird’s-eye maple

F. Knitter’s safety pins
Item #301046, $2.99

G. Sheep gauge counting set

F

Item #300978, $19.99

H. Needle pocket packs

Item #300397 (double-pointed), $9.99/set of 3
Item #300208 (circular), $11.99/set of 5

J. Perfect Notion Case

J
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Item #300547, $12.99/set of 2

Patternworks Circular Needle Case
9½" x 10" x 2" canvas bag with ten pockets for
needles. Made exclusively for Patternworks by
Della Q. Available in ocean, purple or fuchsia.
Item #900441, $39.99

Prop-It® Chart Holder and Magnifiers

Blocking Bundle
Get a professional finish with blocking mats, lace blocking
wires, and Knit Blockers by Knitter’s Pride™, along with Anne
Hanson’s Blocking Knits DVD, all in one convenient set.
Item #900383, $96.99
Order Today! 1-800-438-5464 | www.patternworks.com

Collapsible plastic stand with magnetic board
has three magnetic strips. Available separately are a free-standing, full-page 2X magnifier,
magnetic 2X bar magnifier, and a 16" x 11"
storage tote.
Chart holder, Item #300337, $17.99
Page magnifier, Item #300927, $27.99
Bar magnifier, Item #300744, $10.99
Tote, Item #300570, $12.99
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Join the
Stitching Circle!
Membership includes:

1
2
3
4

FREE standard shipping throughout the year—including monthly clubs!

A Patternworks Travel Tool Kit for joining, plus surprise gifts during the
year worth over $75!
PW Coin—Earn $1 in value for every $20 spent to use towards more stuff!
20% off all books.

Plus: Previews of upcoming events, and special members-only discounts!

Get to know

Linda Skolnik turned her passion for knitting into a business
when she founded Patternworks in 1979. Linda retired in 2002,
but her knitting legacy goes on. Now based in the picturesque
lakeside town of Center Harbor, New Hampshire, Patternworks
is committed to providing superior customer service and the very
latest in fine quality knitting and crocheting yarns, patterns, kits,
tools, books, and more. We take pride in choosing and selling the
best quality products
for you because
we’re knitters and
crocheters too!
Visit us online at
Patternworks.com or
at our retail shop in
Senter’s Marketplace
at 12 Main Street
in Center Harbor,
New Hampshire.

Stitching Circle Club, Item #900500, $59.99 per year

THE

STITCHING
CIRCLE
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a new club from

